
Wedding Rates for 2023 

 

 

Six Hour Service $1,845 

 

*Six hours service 

*Getting ready and first look  

*Online gallery to view/download web size images 

*Gallery formatted for computer, phone and tablet 

*Ability to purchase prints from your gallery 

*Timeline meetings to thoroughly plan the day 

*Cards for your guests with your online gallery address 

*Full-size images on thumb drive 

*Copyright release  

 

Nine Hour Service $2,245 

 

*Nine hours service 

*Getting ready and first look 

*Online gallery to view/download web size images 

*Ability to purchase prints from your gallery 

*Timeline meetings to thoroughly plan the day 

*Cards for your guests with your online gallery address 

*Full-size images on thumb drive 

*Copyright release 

*20 8x10 prints or equivalent of other sizes  

 

    Every wedding is unique and I am always glad to discuss exactly what each couple expects and 

modify the service I provide. Some weddings are in one of a kind locations, some are small and 

intimate while others are more elaborate events with more guests and maybe two different 

locations. On our first call or meeting I answer your questions and have several of my own. I also 

have a wedding photo check list and wedding information form that helps both us get a clear 

understanding of how the day will proceed. The timeline we develop for the day is a key element 

that allows me to capture everything you are looking for in a timely manner. As wedding day 

approaches, I like to have one or two final calls to go over any last minute changes or to answer any 

questions you may have. From the day you book me until wedding day, I'm only a phone call 

away.  

 

 

 



Additional Products and Services 

 

Friday and Sunday Discounts 

If you wedding is on a Friday, Sunday or weekday, I have a very nice discount. 

 

 

Engagement session $245. This includes up to 90 minutes on location photography at your choice 

of locations. I like to shoot a wide variety of images to provide story and nice selection. Edited 

images are delivered via a nice online gallery for 1 year. If you choose me for your wedding, I am 

happy to deduct the session from your wedding service.  

 

Albums There are many types of albums available and my album prices are very competitive. 

Here is a link to the full catalog of products available from standard prints, parent albums, wall 

prints, thank you cards and more. https://ezphototemplates.com 

 

Parent Albums The most popular gift for parents from the bride and groom are paren albums. 

Smaller sizes are available and make an affordable gift from about $149.  

 

Prints As you will see from my full catalog, there are lots of choices available. If you see something 

you like, please give me a call and I can provide a quote based on the size, paper choice and 

mounting options.  

 

Full Product Catalog 

https://ezphototemplates.com 


